The Schmidt VBS II™ is the latest technology for suppressing the intensity of the air/energy during vessel depressurization of abrasive blasting systems. It is the only system specifically designed to safely reduce the noise levels and abrasive particle velocity (speeds) which occur during vessel blowdown.

Features:
- Sound levels are quieted to 110 dB (at 100 psi)
- Safely handles abrasive particles that can escape during blowdown
- VBS II is available in a kit for abrasive blasting equipment with a manual blowdown
- Combo-mounting bracket for easy installation and maintenance

Specifications:
Length: 6 1/16"
Width: 5 7/16"
Height: 15 3/4"
Weight: 11.4 lbs
SureFit Gasket

The Schmidt® SureFit Gasket is an innovative, durable, molded and easy to use handway gasket.

The Schmidt SureFit™ handway gasket simplifies installation of the handway. It eliminates loose gaskets that are difficult to keep properly aligned, make installation difficult and cause leaks. The SureFit gasket snaps easily onto the handway cover to ensure proper alignment and maximize a proper seal.

Features:

• For the 6” x 8” handway cover
• Molded lip snaps over the edge of the handway cover
• Extended life compared to loose fit gaskets

Video:

See a video on the Schmidt SureFit Gasket at SchmidtAbrasiveBlasting.com or on YouTube. (The QR code provided below allows you to quickly access the video.)

Contact your local Schmidt distributor or call Axxiom at 800-231-2085 for distributor information.

800-231-2085  SchmidtAbrasiveBlasting.com
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